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About This Game

Wetwork is a stealth action game.

The protagonist is an assassin and their objective is to eliminate their target as silently and cleanly as possible. They have many
tools at their disposal - CQC, pistols, smgs, assault rifles, sniper rifles, explosives and the like. It's also possible to take enemy's

clothing to impersonate them and infiltrate restricted areas.

The game is open ended and and its missions can be completed in many different ways.
Intelligence agencies don't usually arbitrarily restrict the available weapons so all of them are available to the player.

There are no "best weapons" that can be unlocked.

Currently available weapons:

Poison and sedative syringes

Combat knife

5 handguns

3 SMGs
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6 Rifles

2 Shotguns

Minigun

4 Sniper rifles

8 types of explosives

The weapon list is quite big, but both missions can be completed without taking any weapons with you. (And this is the only way
to get the best rating)

Currently available missions:

Training Level - Kārlis Ulmanis Memorial Park.
A small urban area with a park at its centre. Introduces the player to various weapons and gameplay mechanics. Can be beaten in

about 2 minutes. This is also available in the free demo.

Mission 1 - Ventspils.
A bit bigger rural area near the Baltic Sea. The main objective is to infiltrate a corrupt politician's mansion and take him out. No

hand holding this time.

The game is set in 2030s and takes place in Latvia.
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Title: Wetwork
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Jānis Circenis
Publisher:
Jānis Circenis
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia Geforce 600 series or newer, AMD Radeon 77xx series or newer

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English
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I am not a pilot myself, but I am (studying) to be an A and P. The school I study at has a couple C152s within the hanger, and
we have spent many hours studying the ins and outs of these aircraft. So while I am not familiar with the flight characteristics of
a real 152, I know its design. And I must say, this addon has the aircraft modeled perfectly. My person favorite details include
the ability to open the doors, windows, ash trays and glove box, as well as the ability to use the sun visor and manually spin the
elevator trim wheel. Maybe not great selling points to pilots, but to any detail oriented individuals, you may appreciate these as
much as I did. The engine sounds are also very nice quality and a good feature in this pack. The C152 is a small aircraft, and so I
wasn't sure this pack would be worth the price, but the absolute attention to detail has me completely sold. Well done devs.. I
found this game on sale for 54 cents, and it was within my budget of 76 cents.
Not only was I pleasantly surprised by the quality of this game,
But it took me aback by how good a 54 cent game is.
Worth every penny.

I'd pay up to $4 for this.. So... You wake up in a very strange place. You have a few days, but can only guess what you need to
do to survive. And you are completely alone.

These places look like dreams and the music makes everything quite surreal.

Do you want to try something new? Do you want to see the day-dreams? Do you want to rest your mind? Do you want to feel
total loneliness?

Just play it.
____

\u0427\u0435\u0440\u0442, \u043e\u043d\u0430 \u043e\u0447 \u043a\u0440\u0443\u0442\u0430\u044f :). boring and
repetitive. If you like tactics and deep strategy on the Eastern Front, this game should be in your collection. The campaigns are
fun, but the multiplayer is where this game reveals its immortality. I found myself reading old WW2 tactical manuals and then
using those tactics to my enormous delight. "Use a volley of smoke to mask your AT gun positions... when crossing a bridge,
infantry should storm across boldly and establish a bridgehead for the armor support to follow." This game is a good balance
between arcade playability and historical realism, I feel like it's underrated.. Really interesting title for people that are fans of
fast paced platformers. Controls are responsive, the music sets a good mood and there's a color blind mode for anyone that
needs it.

Most importantly for a game like this respawns are nearly isntantaneous so there's no break between failing a stage and being
able to attempt it again. Good options catered to people interested in speedrunning the game as well.

Definitely recommend.. One of the better shmups I've played on PC - much better (and harder) than you'd expect from the
goofy plot. Get Jamestown, then get this.

Pros:
- Colorful, exciting play with lots of bullets (and bullet-canceling). Almost as much sensory overload as Giga Wing.
- Clever boss battles, each with multiple attack patterns
- Tough but fair: 1cc on Normal difficulty is a real challenge
- Conquest mode is a great way to practice one stage at a time
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- Variety of formations to unlock and choose from, some strong against particular bosses

Cons:
- Dorky dialog that you can skim but not skip entirely (but you can turn it off in options)
- Quite long stages mean that practicing a boss battle means repeating the stage. (I've been spoiled by having savestates to
practice with). Glad I got it on special not my taste. Dialogue for characters when you click on them to see them is the same
every time . I normally don't judge until I've given the game a fair chance but I can't this time.
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Oh how much this game makes me miss the oldschool 2d platformers. Really reminds me i should play more of them. Honestly,
i have no words to describe how much you should really play this game. It is just so good and it'll hook you until the end. And
even then, i might challenge myself and go for some of those achievements! The difficulty curve to this game i think is
somewhat a little sudden but even then it's simply because the bosses play the same as bosses in 2d games. Each one has a
pattern, some are hard to see, some are obvious, and some of the patterns require you to have very good precise timing. You
might have a couple of rage moments but it personally made me all the more want to beat the challenge. A couple of bosses i
even threw my arms in the air in triumph.

Now...for my 2 nitpicks. The final boss felt a little....er, underwhelming to me? Especially if you have completely several side
quests. I wasn't expecting most of the fight to be out on the map. And even then, once you go to the second phase it doesn't feel
as challenging than some of the more complex bosses like the Salt guardian, the ivan dragon, or even the panda witch. Maybe
some others found it more difficult, whos to say? Thats just what i felt about it and i felt a little disappointed about it.

This is just a small one but on mahou island where you go to that area to aquire the double jump, what is the point of that small
little room that is underwater? Is there a secret? Because i felt a little annoyed to see nothing there other than some blocks you
can destroy which don't give you anything. I get very ticked a little when i see a developer design an area with no purpose unless
it's an easter egg. Could be something you forgot. Who knows!

Music was good in some areas however it didn't click for me a couple of times. I know alot of people loved it which whos the
judge? When it comes to music it's all about tastes.

Ok blegh blegh enough negativity. I had such a great time with this game and it makes me wish for more! I love some of the
mini referances you had and pleaaaase for the love of everything, HAVE YOUR DAUGHTER VOICE MORE. I find that so
cute and creative that you had her do all the voice acting. I bet she had a great time recording too.

Anyway, i made this too long because i just had to express my love for this. keep making games bro!
. Very fun, very short, very funny.

Doesn't take long to complete, and can fill a short afternoon if you try for 100% completion.

Speaking of 100% completion, if you need help, check out my 100% Completion video guide here - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70UoTUKaG38. I was wondering why everyone complained about the spacebar taking a
screenshot, then I actually played it... Spacebar does not only take a picture... it's also for jumping and your only option for
skipping cutscenes. So you better empty your hard drive before playing this because, man, you're gonna be takin' a whole bunch
o' bootiful pictures!

Also, on distance your pistol's better than the sniper rifle. 10/10, best sniping simulator, would cry again after realizing I've
actually spent money on this.. Not that bad tbh

6\/10. I absolutely love this game! It has so much variety, is incredibly fun, addictive, and is an excellent time killer! This game
is more fun than Mercenaries! I wish there was a game like this with a story mode like Mercenaries!
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